
Cold Weather/Snow Play Guidelines for Recess & Outdoor Physical Activity 

Getting students out into the fresh air for exercise is an important part of the school day. It is difficult 

to set guidelines that fit every circumstance and condition in regards to outside activity during cold 

weather.   Playground conditions involving ice and snow may differ by building on any given day. 

Each school is responsible for determining if recess will be held outdoors or indoors on a day-to-day 

basis.  

Cold Weather 

The Grafton Public Schools will adhere to standardized decision making for outdoor recess based on 

weather conditions reported for zip code 01519 at www.weather.com following guidelines established 

by the National Nurses’ Association. 

*Feels like 21 degrees and above (considers wind chill factor) - Outdoor recess 

*Feels like 20 degrees or below (considers wind chill factor)- Inside recess 

To access the current local temperature including wind chill: 

1. Type www.weather.com 

2. Type in the Grafton zip code (01519)  

3. Look at the current temperature for Grafton 

4. Look right below that current temperature to get the  “Feels Like” temperature  

5. That is the temperature that we will use to determine outdoor recess 

 

Parents and guardians are encouraged to monitor their children’s clothing selections to make sure they are 

prepared for colder temperatures and are appropriately dressed for outdoor recesses.  Please label your 

children’s winter clothes so if they misplace them we can get them returned.   
 
Snow Play 
 
In regard to snow play, students will be allowed to play in the snow if they have the five items required for 

snow play: boots, snow pants, coat, gloves and hat. Without these items, they will be asked to stay on the 

blacktop.  Parents do not need to send students to school wearing all snow gear on the bus in the morning.  

If the temperature and conditions allow, students will dress and go outside during their regular classroom 

recess. 
 
 
Please contact your building principal with any questions you may have regarding cold weather recess. 
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